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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW:   JOE DURANT 
January 21, 2016  
 
 

JOE DURANT:  I played nice today.  I putted beautifully today and I think that was kind of 

the key.  Made a couple good putts right out of the gate and yeah, I was real happy.  The 

wind was a little tougher today, it was a little heavier and it was definitely a lot stronger than 

we had the two pro-am rounds.  It was a little different animal today. 

 

Q.  Was this your fourth time through? 

 

JOE DURANT:  Yes.  I did play Monday and then the two pro-ams. 

 

Q.  Did that help, I assume? 

 

JOE DURANT:  Yeah.  You know, I think what I kind of figured out is whatever break you 

see, kind of cut it in half because these greens just don't tend to break very much, and I 

think that helped me a lot, too. 

 

Q.  I was asking Duffy how much adjustment is it the first time you play here just 

learning the course and everything. 

 

JOE DURANT:  Yeah, it's a little bit of an adjustment.  This is like a Florida course and I'm 

from Florida so it's an easy adjustment for me.  The trickiest thing I think though is when you 

see a putt that looks like it's got a lot of break is to make yourself hit it straighter because 

we're all so used to hitting bending putts, especially with the pin positions.  So I just tried to 

kind of stick to that discipline and hit them kind of straight and a lot of them went in today. 

 

Q.  Make any long putts?  

 

JOE DURANT:  Yeah, actually on the third hole I made about a 30-footer probably.  The fifth 

hole where I made a bogey I actually thought I hit a really good shot but it went in the water.  

I was posing on it but the wind caught it and that was one of the times where the wind 

gusted a bit and I made a good bogey there.  I dropped in the drop zone and hit it to about 

four feet and made that.  Other than that, the par 5s I was on them in two and just 

two-putted.  I made a good up-and-down on 15.  I was just short of the green.  Actually, that 

was another one where the wind gusted and I was about 25 yards short of the green, but I 

made a good up-and-down there.  Those are the kind of things if you can make those pars 

more than necessarily the birdies, it keeps the round going a bit. 

 

Q.  You had that run there 6, 7 and 8.  Do you remember how long the putts were? 

 

JOE DURANT:  No. 6 was a short putt, it was only about an eight-footer.  No. 7 was a 

two-putt just on the front edge.  I made a good birdie on 8.  I hit a 3-iron in there.  That was 

playing tough today and I made about a 20-footer.  Probably the best hole I played today. 
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Q.  Like a track meet, right?  You've got to keep your foot on the accelerator for the 

next two days? 

 

JOE DURANT:  Yeah, I've watched this tournament on television several times and I 

remember Loren shot something ridiculous one year and seems like every year there's 

some pretty low scores.  You've got to get 15 to 20 to even have a shot at it, especially if the 

wind lays down at all. 
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